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Lenovo Chromebook C330 2-in-1 [2]

Today we are looking at the Lenovo Chromebook C330 (81HY0000US), it is a 2-1 device, a
notebook but it can also be converted into a tablet.
It comes with a fanless quad-core MediaTek MT8173C CPU, an 11.6 inch, 1366x768, IPS
display, and touch screen. It has 4gb of RAM and 64GB eMMC SSD.

Foliate Ebook Reader Picks Up Mobi & Amazon Kindle Support [3]

The Foliate ebook reader app for Linux has added support for additional ebook formats,
including those used by the Amazon Kindle.
Now, I?m conscious that I?ve mentioned Foliate a lot recently. I generally don?t like to do that
? anyone remember the omg! docky! days? ? but some developers are so dang prolific, able to
knock out notable update after notable update at a regular clip, that I have no choice!
Foliate?s developer, John Factotum, is one such dev ? nice work!

Install & Run Xampp on Ubuntu 19.04 using Terminal [4]

How to scan your Docker installment with docker-bench-test [5]

KDE Applications 19.08 branches created [6]

Make sure you commit anything you want to end up in the KDE Applications 19.08 release to
them

OpenMandriva Lx 4.1 Aiming To PGO More Packages, Use IWD For WiFi Connections[7]

While OpenMandriva Lx 4.0 was just released last month, we are already looking forward to
OpenMandriva 4.1 for a number of improvements and some new features.
OpenMandriva's developer board provides an interesting look at what's ahead for
OpenMandriva Lx 4.1. Already completed for this next milestone include migrating to LLVM
Clang 9, and using LD.lld and BFD as the default linkers.

Installing Debian 10 [8]

Debian 10 Buster was released recently. It is the newest version on Debian operating system.
Debian 10 comes with Linux Kernel 4.19. It also comes with latest Linux graphical desktop
environment such as GNOME 3.30, KDE Plasma 5.14, Cinnamon 3.8, LXDE 0.99.2, LxQt
0.14, MATE 1.20, Xfce 4.12 and many more. Debian 10 also comes with awesome new
artworks.
In this article, I am going to show you how to install Debian 10 Buster on your computer.

Workload Consolidation: The Entire IoT in One Box [9]

To deliver the benefits of workload consolidation while ensuring robust partitioning, congatec
has developed a proof of concept based on a six-core Core i7-based COM Express module, a
type 1 hypervisor from Real-Time Systems, and Ubuntu Linux.

100,985,047 have been invited to the Evite data breach ?party? [10]

Did you get an invitation to the latest data breach? Over the weekend it was disclosed that
Evite, the online invitation platform that has sent more than a few birthday and pizza party
invitations over the years, suffered a data breach that included over 100 million accounts.

The Gecko Hacker's Guide to Taskcluster [11]

I spent a good chunk of this year fiddling with taskcluster configurations in order to get
various bits of continuous integration stood up for WebRender. Taskcluster configuration is
very flexible and powerful, but can also be daunting at first. This guide is intended to give you
a mental model of how it works, and how to add new jobs and modify existing ones. I'll try
and cover things in detail where I believe the detail would be helpful, but in the interest of
brevity I'll skip over things that should be mostly obvious by inspection or experimentation if
you actually start digging around in the configurations. I also try and walk through examples
and provide links to code as much as possible.
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